BREAKING THE CHAIN OF INFECTION

NATURALLY

INCREASED PATIENT SAFETY

DISPOSABLE MEDICAL CONTAINERS,
100% NATURAL & 100% COMPOSTABLE
Cleaner and greener healthcare
 Cost benefit to hospitals via saving in electricity, water and nursing time
 Increased caregiver dignity


HYGIENE
New millennium healthcare with SterEco's 100%

do. This ensures safety both for the healthcare

Natural and 100% Compostable disposable medical

worker as well as the patient, in turn translating to

containers: Green, clean and completely safe.

high caliber health care.

SterEco products have passed the stringent

Infection control is a matter of worldwide concern

EC 1935-2004 and US FDA 21 CFR 176.170 tests

and SterEco addresses this effectively by

for safety and hygiene.

removing any need for disinfectors which could

Hospitals, clinics and homes use and dispose
SterEco medical containers safely and easily
without the risk of infection spreading to a
caregiver or another patient because of improper
disinfecting of a used medical container.

leave behind infections on plastic and stainless
steel. Instead, a new product is provided each
time which can be completely destroyed after
use, leaving the planet cleaner and avoiding the
slightest possibility of any infection being passed on.

The benefits are life saving because SterEco
disposable medical containers do not create a
chain of infection as reusable medical containers

ACTUAL FACTORY PHOTOGRAPHS

HYGIENE CONTROL

HYGIENE CONTROL MEASURES

PACKING IN PROGRESS

FACTORY FLOOR

ENVIRONMENT
SterEco disposable medical containers have been proved to be 100% bio based as per
ASTM D6866-12 (American Society for Testing and Materials).
SterEco products ensure that there is no wastage of energy or water as is the case with re-usable
medical containers. This adds up to significant savings for hospitals as well as the planet.
The container can be simply disposed off in a shredder / macerator after use.
SterEco’s disposable medical containers are 100% natural and 100% compostable, therefore completely
safe for the environment. They are made from leaves that are shed naturally, so the entire SterEco
experience is environment friendly, from start to finish.
Additionally, the absence of any bleach, colour, binders or coatings guarantees that the medical containers
are environmentally safe for disposal.

CRAFTED FROM
NATURALLY SHED LEAVES

CAREFULLY CLEANED,
SHAPED AND HYGIENE
TREATED.

RETURNED TO EARTH
TO BECOME MANURE.

DISPOSED
AFTER USE.

ENVIRONMENT SENSITIVE
MEDICAL DISPOSABLES

001/STR/25A

002/STR/25A

700 ml / 23.70 Oz

7.65 X 3.67 X 0.74 in

EMESIS BASIN

CONTAINER - BIG

003/STR/25A

004/STR/25A

4.27 x 3.68 x 0.84 in

3.18 x 3.18 x 0.78 in

CONTAINER - MEDIUM

CONTAINER - SMALL

100% NATURAL &
100% COMPOSTABLE
DISPOSABLE BED PAN
LAUNCHING SOON

www.stereco.life | info@stereco.life

